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1. Recently [1] a new method of approximation has been introduced
which combines fundamental features of Chebyshev and LP
approximations. In the present note we closely relate Chebyshev
polynomials of best approximation to polynomials of best approxi
mation corresponding to this new method

2. Let 1 :( q < 00, - 00 < a < b < 00 and f a real function, continuous on
[a, b]. Set, [1],

{(

/3 )1/</Illflll=max LIf(xWdx :a:(C/:([3:(b,/>Oon (a, (3),

orf< 0 on (a, (3)},

{(

f3 )1/</
IIlflll * = max LIf(x)1 q dx : a:( a:( [3:( b,/? 0 on ('Y, (3),

orf:( 0 on (ct, /3)}.

(1)

(For simplicity we took, in [1], a=O, b= 1.) We cali lilfll! and III fill * the
unstarred and starred gauges off; respectively. For every integer n? 0, we
denote by nn the set of all real polynomials of degree :( n.

3. THEOREM. Let - 00 < a < b < 00, n ~ 0 an integer, and f a real
function, continuous on [a, b]. Suppose fn + 1) exists and never vanrshes on
(a, b). Let Pn+l Enn+1 be the polynomial of best uniform approximation to
S~f(y)dy on [a,b] in nnll' Take, in (1), q=1. Thenj3~+1 is the unique
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polynomial in nn minimizing IIIf- pili there and the unique polynomial in nn
minimizing IIII- pili * there. Furthermore,

min III/-pill = 111/-p~+llll = min III/-plll*= 111/-p~+llll*
p E 7rn P E 1T:n

= 2 a~:~b IfI(y) dy - Pn+ l(X)1 (2)

= 2 min max II
x

I(y) dy - p(X)I·
PE7rn+l a~x~b a

Proof There are points

and (J = ± 1 such that, for k = 0, 1,2,..., n + 2, we have

Hence, if 0 ~ k ~ n + 2 and a < Xk < b, then

By assumption on pn + 1) and by Rolle's theorem, I - P~ + 1 vanishes at at
most n + 1 points of [a, b]. Therefore

and/(x)-p~+l(X)#O if a~x~b and X#Xk for k= 1, 2,... , n+ 1.
For k = 1, 2, ..., n +2, as

one has

( - 1)k (J(f- P~ + 1) > 0

By Theorem 3.1 of [1], since, for k = 1, 2, ... , n + 2,

p~+ 1 is the unique polynomial in nn minimizing IIII- pili there. By
Theorem 3.2 of [1], p~ + 1 is the unique polynomial in nn minimizing
1111-pili * there. Clearly (2).
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4. EXAMPLE (cf. [1, Theorem 4.1]). Let n~ 0 be an integer and con
sider the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind Tn + 2(x), defined by the
identity Tn+ 2(cos x) =cos(n +2)x. Then xn+2-2-n-ITn+2(X)E7Tn+1 best
uniformly approximates x n +2 on [ -1, 1] in 7T n + I' So

[xn+2 - 2-n- 1Tn+2(x) - (_l)n +2]/(n + 2) E 7T n+1

best uniformly approximates S~ I yn + 1 dy on [-1, 1] in 7T n+ I' Hence, by
the above Theorem, with a = -1, b = 1,

is the unique polynomial in 7T n minimizing Illxn+ 1 - p(x )111 there and the
unique polynomial in 7T n minimizing Illxn+l-p(x)lll* there. Here Un + 1 is
the (n + 1)th degree Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind. Thus
2- n

-
1un + I(X) is the unique polynomial minimizing IIIP(x)111 among all real

polynomials P of degree n + 1 with leading coefficient 1, and the unique
polynomial minimizing IIIP(x)111 * among all such polynomials. Also

1112- n- 1Un+ 1 111 = 1112- n- 1 Un+ l lll*

= 2max !(n+2)-12-n-ITn+2(X)I=(n+2)-12-n.
~l~x.:s;l
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